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Due to the separation between ownership and management and, in the absence of at 
least a single major shareholder, executives of publicly traded companies 
have almost complete power and discretion in management to pursue 
projects that benefit themselves personally but which may not optimize 
shareholder interest (Berle and Means, 1932). 
The focus of this paper is on the structure of chief executive officer (CEO) and chief 
financial officer (CFO) compensation packages of publicly traded 
financial1 companies in the United States, their effect on excessive firm 
risk taking, and the perceived role of Board directors in mitigating this risk 
as a good governance obligation. The addition of CFO’s in this analysis 
reflects the findings in Chava and Purnanandam (2010) and Jiang, 
Petroni and Wang (2010) that incentives of CFO’s could be more 
influential in decision making where sophisticated financial expertise is 
required.    
Keywords:  CEO; CFO; equity-linked compensation; enterprise risk management; 
corporate governance; bank holding company 
 
1 Commercial banks, diversified banks, thrifts, and mortgage finance companies 
as classified within 4010 of the Standard and Poor Industry Group Index. 
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 1. Introduction 
HYPOTHESIS 
It is my hypothesis that as Boards choose to provide its managers a greater proportion 
of equity linked compensation (particularly option grants), firm volatility 
increases. This is an innovation on Mehran (1995) that proportion of ELC 
is positively related to firm performance. The reasons for this are that (1) 
since volatility is an input to the Black Scholes equation (which is used to 
price these assets) and greater volatility implies a higher option price, 
managers are incented to make their firms more risky to increase their 
wealth and (2) because options eliminate downside risk, there is no 
possibility of earning a negative return, thus incenting riskier behaviour. 
Additionally, I will test the effect of CEO, CFO, and combined CEO/CFO 
compensation on firm riskiness to see if the effect differs on the different 
executives. My innovation is, instead of testing across all markets, I will 
test only in the U.S. financial industry. This innovation is to test Chava 
and Purnanandam (2010) and Jiang, Petroni and Wang (2010) theory 
that CFOs have more power in firms where sophisticated financial 
expertise is required. 
STRUCTURE 
I gathered and manipulated data from a variety of places. Compensation data was 
retrieved from the Wharton Research Data System, price data was 
retrieved from Yahoo Finance, and the data was manipulated and 
analyzed within Microsoft Excel, Microsoft VBA, and MATLAB. The 
appendices contain the majority of the data used in the analysis as well 
as the code used to retrieve said data.
 2. Literature Review 
THEORETICAL COMPENSATION STRUCTURE FRAMEWORK 
Separation between ownership and control causes a conflict of interest for managers 
and shareholders (Jensen and Meckling, 1976). Structuring executive 
compensation packages aimed at overcoming this agency problem (as it 
is referred to in modern finance literature) has been approached from two 
main perspectives: the optimal contracting approach and the managerial 
power approach. The managerial approach is a newer theory that fills in 
gaps where literature adopting and optimal contracting approach would 
otherwise not answer. 
The first approach, the optimal contracting approach, is the dominant perspective among 
financial economists and focuses on the responsibility of the Board of 
Directors to structure optimal compensation contracts which aligns the 
interests of executives and shareholders. The second approach, the 
managerial power approach, is a new model which aims to explain, 
through a different lens, everything the optimal contracting approach does 
and additional issues at which it falls short. Unique to the managerial 
power approach is that the agency problem and executive compensation 
are not mutually exclusive, but overlap considerably. 
The agency problem and executive compensation interact, according to Bebchuk and 
Fried (2003) because (1) Board directors are largely appointed by 
executives (and in particular the CEO), (2) the CEO generally, in turn, 
approves compensation for Board directors, (3) speaking out against high 
compensation packages reduces favor with the CEO and potential new 
Board appointments, (4) compensation consultants are influenced by 
CEOs since the company contracts their services, and (5) information 
provided to Board directors is filtered through corporate human resources 
staff who have incentive to garner favor with the CEO being considered.  
The managerial power approach largely focuses on the power distribution between 
executives and their Board, political constraints, cronyism, executive 
tenure, and, most importantly, outrage costs and constraints to model 
current executive compensation contract structuring. For the purposes of 
this paper, the managerial power approach will be assumed as the 
framework within which executive compensation contracts are structured. 
 
 
 EMPIRICAL COMPENSATION STRUCTURE EVOLUTION 
Literature related to executive compensation has evolved over time to identify 
connections to empire building (Jensen, 1974), cash hoarding (Jensen, 
1986), entrenchment (Shleifer and Vishny, 1989), earnings smoothing 
(Sloan, 1996), bad news hoarding (Jiang, Petroni and Wang, 2010), and 
executive/shareholder incentive alignment. Each of the incentives has 
been reactive to the environment created by government policy, business 
cycle, industry cycle, and innovation. Relevant to this paper is current 
literature on the incentive policies preceding and during the 2008 financial 
crisis as well as present day, post-crisis. Compensation packages in 
present day must deal with rapid dissemination of information (and 
subsequently bad news hoarding), focus on short term profitability (and 
subsequently the rise of earnings smoothing through ‘cookie jar’ 
accounting) , and cash hoarding (investor pessimism over the current 
recession and negative investor outlook for the short term). 
In the 1990’s literature asked the question of whether executives could have their 
incentives aligned with those of shareholders (i.e. – maximizing 
shareholder value) (Jensen and Murphy, 1990) instead of following 
empire building strategies that rewarded executives for growing the 
company bureaucratically (Jensen, 1993); the outcome was the advent of 
equity linked compensation (ELC) in the form of stock grants and option 
grants. One significant downside currently being examined which is 
beyond the scope of this paper is bad news concealment. Two teams of 
researchers have made the case that hoarding allows managers to inflate 
short-term share price but can lead to stock price crashes in the long run. 
(Jin and Myers, 2006), (Bleck and Liu, 2007) 
Researchers have debated the merit of using ELC at all, using it heavily, and using it 
only slightly and no single researcher has conclusively  made a case for a 
theoretical equilibrium proportion of ELC which she compose an 
executive’s compensation. Literature has found a positive link between 
proportion of ELC and firm performance (Mehran, 1995) and, conversely 
has found a negative link between proportion of ELC and firm 
performance (Armstrong, Jagolinzer and Larcker, 2010). Additionally, one 
study even found that firm performance is positively related to the 
proportion of option grants but negatively related to equity grants 
(Himmelberg, Hubbel, and Palia, 1999). Lastly, and supposedly to be 
exhaustive, another study found that ELC has absolutely no effect on firm 
performance at all (Benmelech, Kandel, and Veronesi, 2010). To say that 
the literature is inconclusive would be an understatement, and this paper 
will not delve into pointing to causation, but rather examine the 
relationship between firm volatility and executive ELC as a proportion of 
total compensation in the United States financial industry.
 3. Research Design and Variable Definition 
RESEARCH DESIGN 
Executive compensation data was retrieved from the Wharton Research Data Services’ 
CompuStat Execucomp database. Within the Execucomp database, I 
retrieved a sample of Chief Executive Officer (CEO) and Chief Financial 
Officer (CFO) total annual compensation through a query form within 
Annual Compensation. Annual compensation, following Chava and 
Purnanandam (2010), is defined as the logarithmic of the sum of (1) 
salary, (2) bonus, (3) option awards (valued with Black-Scholes), (4) stock 
awards, (5) change in pension value, and (6) all other. Data was retrieved 
from the entire Execucomp dataset from 2006 to 2012 for firms which 
satisfied the conditional statement Industry Group (SPINDEX) = 4010 
and, after further research, the top ten U.S. investment banks by market 
capitalization. The 4010 SPINDEX code corresponds to Bankholding 
Companies within the United States according to the Global Industry 
Classification Standard. 
I had several purposes in retrieving data from 2006 to 2012 even though data has been 
collected from 1992 and on. Firstly, in 2006, new disclosure requirements 
required greater transparency of chief financial officer compensation as 
well as equity linked compensation. In many years, reporting of figures for 
CFO’s and equity linked compensation for both CEO’s and CFO’s was 
fragmented. Also, by shortening the time horizon of the data being 
analyzed, executive equity linked compensation and firm volatility can be 
examined within the framework of the business cycle immediately before 
the 2008 crisis and thereafter. 
There is an inherent bias in Execucomp when analyzing CEO versus CFO earnings. 
Each year, Execucomp records only the top five most highly 
compensated executives within a firm. If a CFO did not satisfy this 
requirement, she would be excluded from the sample. In other words, in 
firms where the CFO has less power (according to salary paid, and 
following the managerial power approach) than her executive peers, 
these individuals would be automatically excluded from the sample. To 
overcome this bias, as in Chava and Purnanandam (2010), a sample of 
CEO only, CFO only, and CEO/CFO combined were used to control for 
any research bias. 
When selecting criteria for the query, I selected many parameters. Although many were 
not used directly in my analysis, the ease with which they were available 
and the minimal space the extra data used made the benefit of additional 
 context and future research opportunities with the same dataset exceed 
any cost. The following is a list of my query selection: 
VARIABLE DEFINITION 
Within Company Information I selected: 
1. Ticker Symbol 
2. Company Name 
3. Compustat proprietary company ID number (GVKEY) 
Within Executive Information I selected: 
1. EXEC_FULLNAME 










As described above, annual total compensation was defined as: 
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To describe the relationship between firm volatility and equity linked compensation, 
option grants, and stock grants, ordinary least squares regression was 
used: 
, , 0 1 , ,_ _ * _e i t e i tANN STOCK VOL PROP ELCβ β= +  
, , 0 1 , ,_ _ * _e i t e i tANN STOCK VOL PROP OGβ β= +  
, , 0 1 , ,_ _ * _e i t e i tANN STOCK VOL PROP SGβ β= +  
In all the above models, e indexes the executive type as either 0 for CEO or 1 for CFO, i 
indexes the firm according to the Compustat proprietary company ID 
number (GVKEY), and t indexes the year from 1 (2006) to 7 (2012). 
This framework was repeated in the case of the CEOs and CFOs from the top ten 
investment banks with the inclusion of an annual 99% Value at Risk 
(VaR) calculation as an additional risk variable to serve as a control to 
test the relationship between equity linked compensation and firm risk. 
This second method to test firm risk, while not exhaustive, is an attempt 
at assuring the initial results from the 133 companies were not random, 
but realistic in gauging the relationship between firm risk and equity linked 
compensation. The annual 99% VaR calculation was computed 
empirically by retrieving price data from all ten firms, computing the 
logarithmic daily return, sorting the returns, and taking the first percentile 
of the array.
 4. Data Analysis 
INITIAL RESULTS FROM BANK HOLDING COMPANIES 
Initial results from my research pointed to there being no relationship between firm 
volatility the Board’s decisions in the equity linked structure of CEO and 
CFO annual compensation. As stated in the introduction, it was my 
hypothesis that as a Board chooses to include more equity linked 
compensation in an executive’s remuneration; the relative riskiness of 
that firm will rise. This turned out to not necessarily be true. Plotting firm 
volatility against the proportion of stock awards, option grants, and total 
equity linked compensation, no distinct trend or pattern was visible with a 
coefficient of determination of, at most, 0.04%. This test was run again 
with the new CEO and CFO samples from the ten largest U.S. investment 
banks and the results were similar. Figures 1, 2, and 3 show the CEO and 










BACKTEST OF FIRM RISK PROXY 
To back test this finding, I replaced stock return volatility with a 99% VaR calculation as 
a proxy of firm riskiness; the relationship (of no relationship) remained the 
same, but I took new perspectives to assess the overall riskiness of 
banks relative to the market. By comparing the 99% VaR of the banks to 
the 99% VaR of the Volatility Index (VIX), I was able to get a better grasp 
on the relative change in riskiness of the biggest U.S. banks compared to 
the U.S. market in general. Instead of using a scatterplot to illustrate the 
findings, I calculated the correlation between the 99% VaR of each firm’s 
annualized daily stock return and the annual proportion of equity linked 
compensation (partitioning for stock awards and option grants 
separately). Below, Figures 4 and 5 plot this relationship for CEOs and 





EXTENSION OF RESEARCH 
Additionally, I assessed the evolution of equity linked compensation in CEOs and CFOs 
at the top ten investment banks; these findings are perhaps the most 
interesting of my research. The behaviour of Boards in designing 
structure of compensation packages differs greatly between CEOs and 
CFOs as well as in the vicinity of a crisis. These findings (Figures 6 and 
7) are: 
1. Prior to 2008, CEOs received significantly more option grants in their 
compensation portfolio than CFOs. 
2. CFOs, by and large, receive a greater proportion of stock grants and much lower 
proportion option grants. 
3. During the crisis, it was the CEO only who had her equity linked compensation 
reduced to 0. CFOs retained their compensation structure as before. 
4. Up to 2007, equity linked compensation (and particularly option grants) was on 
the rise, but post-2008, equity linked compensation (and, once again, most 
significantly option grants) fell. 
 These findings add some colour to the discussion about how Boards see the 
compensation methods at their disposal. For instance, some of these 
findings are in line with the managerial power approach in that 
compensation is used to reduce outrage. In the years of poor 
performance, the CEO had his equity linked compensation reduced to 0 
(and in several cases the salary as well). The CFO, however, saw no 
significant change. Since the CEO is at the forefront of the company, this 
makes sense as a disciplinary measure for Boards to placate 
shareholders and, within the power balance between their management 
and shareholders, limit outrage of the many other stakeholders (including 
government, society, employees, etc.). 
Another element of the findings, the compensation structure for both CEOs and CFOs in 
the post-2008 environment, lends itself to further research. While I have 
no sure explanation for why equity linked compensation was reduced 
across all investment banks in the U.S. and why the equity linked 
compensation that was granted to executives came in the form of stock 
awards and very few option grants, it is possible to hypothesize.  
Equity linked compensation is seen as a tool to incent managers to drive up a 
company’s share price and, after 2008, Boards could have become more 
cautious alongside their managers and this has become reflected in the 
corporate incentive packages. This argument, while having merit in 
principle, has a difficult time standing up when looking at the relative 
decrease in equity linked compensation year over year. While it did 
decrease, it could be argued that, because it did not decrease by much, 
the effect would not have been material. Interestingly, though, this 
relatively small decrease occurred across all ten banks. 
Secondly, the structure of stock award and option grants within the equity linked 
compensation component of the remuneration contract has changed 
significantly from 2008 to 2012 (the structure looked very similar up to 
2008). Using the same managerial power approach, a similar explanation 
as before could be made under outrage costs. Granting executives stocks 
is not as taboo from the average person’s standpoint as giving an 
executive option grants. Partially for being derivatives (which have been 
demonized in the media) and partially because the perceived level of risk 
associated with this compensation tool is higher. Clearly, these are just 
hypotheses at this time and merit further research. 
RESEARCH ADDENDUM 
A potential bias within the dataset is by selecting the 2006 to 2012 time period, the true 
nature of the relationship between equity linked compensation (or total 
compensation as we are required to measure) and volatility is hidden or 
exaggerated. Retrieving compensation data further back in time is 
necessary to test whether the relationship we observed from 2006 to 
2012 is accurate over a longer time horizon. To test this, a 1992-2006 
sample, a 2006-2012 sample, and a 1992-2012 sample were obtained to 
 evaluate how this relationship has evolved over time, both in calm times 
and in volatile times. 
The results of this experiment show that there still exists no observable relationship 
between compensation and firm riskiness. The analysis was changed to 
total compensation due to the lack of equity linked data before 2006 
(post-2006, FAS 123(r) requires firms to explicitly disclose equity linked 
compensation). If the analysis had been continued, there would not have 
been suitable data to make inferences. Figures 8-13 show this 
relationship similar to Figures 1, 2 & 3. 
 
Figures 8 & 9 
 
Figures 10 & 11 
  






 5. Conclusion 
RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN ELC AND FIRM RISK 
To summarize my findings regarding the relationship between the proportions of equity 
linked compensation in executive compensation portfolios and firm risk, 
there does not seem to be a relationship. My results, though disagreeing 
with my initial hypothesis, agree with the findings in Benmelech, Kandel, 
and Veronesi (2010) that no such relationship exists. An existing 
framework exists in the managerial power approach that can potentially 
describe how and why Boards remunerate their executives with specific 
levels of stock awards and option grants. The process can be seen as a 
passive one in which Boards try to maintain positive relationships with 
their managers and minimize outrage costs with their various 
stakeholders. 
ELC for CEOs vs. CFOs 
Equity linked compensation for CEOs and CFOs differs slightly in the relative proportion 
of either option grants or stock grants. CEOs are typically awarded a 
higher proportion of option grants while CFOs are awarded a higher 
proportion of stock awards. During hard times, CEOs are more likely to 
have their equity linked compensation (either stock awards or option 
grants) reduced to nothing, whereas CFOs maintain constant. 
The findings in Chava and Purnanandam (2010) and Jiang, Petroni and Wang (2010) 
that CFOs have power which rivals that of the CEO in firms which require 
sophisticated financial knowledge is inconclusive. A potential explanation 
is that their findings could hold true for firms outside the financial industry 
that require sophisticated financial knowledge. It could be expected that 
CEOs in financial firms are just as aware of said sophisticated financial 
knowledge as their CFOs and there is no disparity in understanding that 
might exist in other companies where the CEO relies more heavily on the 
CFO for financial knowledge and explanation. 
ELC BEFORE and AFTER 2008 
Compared to pre-2008 compensation strategies, post-2008 compensation strategies use 
far less option grants and far more stock awards. As stated in the Data 
Analysis section, the reason for this is inconclusive, but I have 
hypothesized that it has something to do with a desire to reduce outrage 
among the public. Because the average person understands very little 
about derivatives, changing the structure of the compensation portfolio to 
 include a lower proportion (to 0 in some cases) of option grants and 
replacing them with stock awards can avoid public disapproval and 
outrage. 
FURTHER RESEARCH 
Further areas of research could include the reasons behind equity linked compensation 
structuring in the post-2008 environment, examining new risk variables 
such as gearing, book to market ratios, accounting accruals (earnings 
smoothing), and off balance sheet accounting to further test the 
relationship between firm risk and the proportion of equity linked 
compensation..
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 Appendix A.  
 
MATLAB CODE TO RETRIEVE MASS PRICE DATA AND 
COMPUTE RETURN VOLATILITY 
% BUS 870, Research Project 
% Authors: Ehsan Seyedin & Nik Venema 
% Date: July 27, 2013 
   
% This code: 
  
% 1. Reads year and ticker symbol from Venema_Dataset_Thesis2013 
% 2. Retrieves price information using the hist_stock_data function related 
% to the associated year and ticker. 
% 3. Calculates the daily returns.   
% 4. Calculates the daily volatility of returns. 
% 5. Writes the volatility calculation to a new Excel sheet called 










% Defines the path from which MATLAB is to read the year/ticker info and 
% loads it. 
[num,txt,raw]=xlsread('C:\Users\Nik Venema\Documents\M.Sc. Finance 2012-13\~Summer 
2013\BUS 870 - Thesis\Data Analysis and Code\Big10woGS.xlsx','CEO&CFO','A2:B139'); 
  
% Loops over the dataset, calling hist_stock_data, retrieving historical 
% price info, calculates daily returns, calculates the annual volatility of  
% these daily returns, and writes the volatilities to a new Excel sheet 
% named 'Volatility'. 
for idx=1:138 
     Beginning_Date = strcat('0101',raw{idx,1}); 
    End_Date = strcat('0101', num2str(str2double(raw{idx,1})+1)); 
    stocks = hist_stock_data(Beginning_Date,End_Date,raw{idx,2},'frequency','d');   
    if isempty(stocks) 
        stocks_Vol{idx}=''; 
    else 
        Prices=stocks.AdjClose; 
        Returns=Prices(1:end-1)./Prices(2:end)-1; 
        stocks_Vol{idx}=std(Returns); 
    end 
end 
  
xlswrite('C:\Users\Nik Venema\Documents\M.Sc. Finance 2012-13\~Summer 2013\BUS 870 - 
Thesis\Data Analysis and Code\VolatilityBig10.xlsx',stocks_Vol'); 
 Appendix B.  
 
MATLAB FUNCTION HIST_STOCK_DATA by JOSIAH 
RENFREE 
function stocks = hist_stock_data(start_date, end_date, 
varargin) 
% HIST_STOCK_DATA     Obtain historical stock data 
%   hist_stock_data(X,Y,'Ticker1','Ticker2',...) retrieves 
historical stock 
%   data for the ticker symbols Ticker1, Ticker2, etc... 
between the dates 
%   specified by X and Y.  X and Y are strings in the 
format ddmmyyyy, 
%   where X is the beginning date and Y is the ending date.  
The program 
%   returns the stock data in a structure giving the Date, 
Open, High, Low, 
%   Close, Volume, and Adjusted Close price adjusted for 
dividends and 
%   splits. 
% 
%   hist_stock_data(X,Y,'tickers.txt') retrieves historical 
stock data 
%   using the ticker symbols found in the user-defined text 
file.  Ticker 
%   symbols must be separated by line feeds. 
% 
%   EXAMPLES 
%       stocks = 
hist_stock_data('23012003','15042008','GOOG','C'); 
%           Returns the structure array 'stocks' that holds 
historical 
%           stock data for Google and CitiBank for dates 
from January 
%           23, 2003 to April 15, 2008. 
% 
%       stocks = 
hist_stock_data('12101997','18092001','tickers.txt'); 
%           Returns the structure arrary 'stocks' which 
holds historical 
%           stock data for the ticker symbols listed in the 
text file 
 %           'tickers.txt' for dates from October 12, 1997 
to September 18, 
%           2001.  The text file must be a column of ticker 
symbols 
%           separated by new lines. 
% 
%       stocks = 
hist_stock_data('12101997','18092001','C','frequency','w') 
%           Returns historical stock data for Citibank 
using the date range 
%           specified with a frequency of weeks.  Possible 
values for 
%           frequency are d (daily), w (weekly), or m 
(monthly).  If not 
%           specified, the default frequency is daily. 
% 
%   DATA STRUCTURE 
%       INPUT           DATA STRUCTURE      FORMAT 
%       X (start date)  ddmmyyyy            String 
%       Y (end date)    ddmmyyyy            String 
%       Ticker          NA                  String  
%       ticker.txt      NA                  Text file 
% 
%   OUTPUT FORMAT 
%       All data is output in the structure 'stocks'.  Each 
structure 
%       element will contain the ticker name, then vectors 
consisting of 
%       the organized data sorted by date, followed by the 
Open, High, Low, 
%       Close, Volume, then Adjusted Close prices. 
% 
%   DATA FEED 
%       The historical stock data is obtained using Yahoo! 
Finance website. 
%       By using Yahoo! Finance, you agree not to 
redistribute the 
%       information found therein.  Therefore, this program 
is for personal 
%       use only, and any information that you obtain may 
not be 
%       redistributed. 
% 
%   NOTE 
%       This program uses the Matlab command urlread in a 
very basic form. 
 %       If the program gives you an error and does not 
retrieve the stock 
%       information, it is most likely because there is a 
problem with the 
%       urlread command.  You may have to tweak the code to 
let the program 
%       connect to the internet and retrieve the data. 
  
% Created by Josiah Renfree 
% January 25, 2008 
  
stocks = struct([]);        % initialize data structure 
  
% split up beginning date into day, month, and year.  The 
month is 
% subracted is subtracted by 1 since that is the format 
that Yahoo! uses 
bd = start_date(1:2);       % beginning day 
bm = sprintf('%02d',str2double(start_date(3:4))-1); % 
beginning month 
by = start_date(5:8);       % beginning year 
  
% split up ending date into day, month, and year.  The 
month is subracted 
% by 1 since that is the format that Yahoo! uses 
ed = end_date(1:2);         % ending day 
em = sprintf('%02d',str2double(end_date(3:4))-1);   % 
ending month 
ey = end_date(5:8);         % ending year 
  
% determine if user specified frequency 
temp = find(strcmp(varargin,'frequency') == 1); % search 
for frequency 
if isempty(temp)                            % if not given 
    freq = 'd';                             % default is 
daily 
else                                        % if user 
supplies frequency 
    freq = varargin{temp+1};                % assign to 
user input 





% Determine if user supplied ticker symbols or a text file 
 if isempty(strfind(varargin{1},'.txt'))     % If individual 
tickers 
    tickers = varargin;                     % obtain ticker 
symbols 
else                                        % If text file 
supplied 




h = waitbar(0, 'Please Wait...');           % create 
waitbar 
idx = 1;                                    % idx for 
current stock data 
  
% cycle through each ticker symbol and retrieve historical 
data 
for i = 1:length(tickers) 
     
    % update waitbar to display current ticker 
    waitbar((i-1)/length(tickers),h,sprintf('%s %s 
%s%0.2f%s', ... 
        'Retrieving stock data for',tickers{i},'(',(i-
1)*100/length(tickers),'%)')) 
         
    % download historical data using the Yahoo! Finance 
website 
    [temp, status] = 
urlread(strcat('http://ichart.finance.yahoo.com/table.csv?s
='... 
        
,tickers{i},'&a=',bm,'&b=',bd,'&c=',by,'&d=',em,'&e=',ed,'&
f=',... 
        ey,'&g=',freq,'&ignore=.csv')); 
     
    if status 
        % organize data by using the comma delimiter 
        [date, op, high, low, cl, volume, adj_close] = ... 
            
strread(temp(43:end),'%s%s%s%s%s%s%s','delimiter',','); 
  
        stocks(idx).Ticker = tickers{i};        % obtain 
ticker symbol 
        stocks(idx).Date = date;                % save date 
data 
         stocks(idx).Open = str2double(op);      % save 
opening price data 
        stocks(idx).High = str2double(high);    % save high 
price data 
        stocks(idx).Low = str2double(low);      % save low 
price data 
        stocks(idx).Close = str2double(cl);     % save 
closing price data 
        stocks(idx).Volume = str2double(volume);      % 
save volume data 
        stocks(idx).AdjClose = str2double(adj_close); % 
save adjustied close data 
         
        idx = idx + 1;                          % increment 
stock index 
    end 
     
    % clear variables made in for loop for next iteration 
    clear date op high low cl volume adj_close temp status 
     
    % update waitbar 
    waitbar(i/length(tickers),h) 
end 
close(h)    % close waitbar
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MATLAB CODE TO ANALYZE DATA 
% BUS 870, Research Project 
% Author: Nik Venema 
% Date: July 27, 2013 
  
% This code: 
  
% 1. Reads the Excel spreadsheet 'Venema_Dataset_Thesis2013'. 
% 
% 2. Regresses CEO & CFO sample: 
%       a. stock grant,  
%       b. option grant,  
%       c. and total equity linked compensation 
%          as a proportion of total compensation on firm volatility. 
% 
% 3. Regresses CEO sample: 
%       a. stock grant,  
%       b. option grant,  
%       c. and total equity linked compensation 
%          as a proportion of total compensation on firm volatility. 
% 
% 4. Regresses CFO sample: 
%       a. stock grant,  
%       b. option grant,  
%       c. and total equity linked compensation 
%          as a proportion of total compensation on firm volatility. 
% 











% Defines the path from which MATLAB is to read the data and loads it. 
numExec=xlsread('C:\Users\Nik Venema\Documents\M.Sc. Finance 2012-13\~Summer 
2013\BUS 870 - Thesis\Data Analysis and 
Code\Venema_Dataset_Thesis2013_WProp.xlsx','Exec','M2:P1216'); 
numCEO=xlsread('C:\Users\Nik Venema\Documents\M.Sc. Finance 2012-13\~Summer 
2013\BUS 870 - Thesis\Data Analysis and 
Code\Venema_Dataset_Thesis2013_WProp.xlsx','CEO','M2:P654'); 
numCFO=xlsread('C:\Users\Nik Venema\Documents\M.Sc. Finance 2012-13\~Summer 






% DEFINE regression components: 
  
    % CEO/CFO Sample 
    execSGProp = numExec(1:1215,1); 
    execOGProp = numExec(1:1215,2); 
    execELCProp = numExec(1:1215,3); 
    execFirmVol = numExec(1:1215,4); 
  
    % CEO Sample 
    ceoSGProp = numCEO(1:653,1); 
    ceoOGProp = numCEO(1:653,2); 
    ceoELCProp = numCEO(1:653,3); 
    ceoFirmVol = numCEO(1:653,4); 
  
    % CFO Sample 
    cfoSGProp = numCFO(1:562,1); 
    cfoOGProp = numCFO(1:562,2); 
    cfoELCProp = numCFO(1:562,3); 
    cfoFirmVol = numCFO(1:562,4); 
   
    % Regress executive compensation proportion data on FirmVol for CEO & CFO 
    % sample 
    EsgSTATS=regstats(execSGProp,execFirmVol,'purequadratic'); 
    EogSTATS=regstats(execOGProp,execFirmVol,'purequadratic'); 
    EelcSTATS=regstats(execELCProp,execFirmVol,'purequadratic'); 
  
    % Regress CEO compensation proportion data on FirmVol for CEO sample 
    CEOsgSTATS=regstats(ceoSGProp,ceoFirmVol,'purequadratic'); 
    CEOogSTATS=regstats(ceoOGProp,ceoFirmVol,'purequadratic'); 
    CEOelcSTATS=regstats(ceoELCProp,ceoFirmVol,'purequadratic'); 
  
    % Regress CFO compensation proportion data on FirmVol for CFO sample 
    CFOsgSTATS=regstats(cfoSGProp,cfoFirmVol,'purequadratic'); 
    CFOogSTATS=regstats(cfoOGProp,cfoFirmVol,'purequadratic'); 




     
% PLOTTING regressions: 
  
    % Plot regressions of CEO & CFO sample: 
     
        % Plot CEO & CFO SG regression 
        set(figure,'name','CEO & CFO Sample','numbertitle','off') 
        subplot(3,1,1), scatter(execFirmVol,execSGProp); 
        title('CEO & CFO Sample: Stock Grant Proportion vs. Firm Volatility') 
        legend('Best Fit') 
        ylabel('Proportion of Stock Grant Compensation') 
        xlabel('Firm Volatility') 
        grid on 
  
        % Plot CEO & CFO OG regression 
        subplot(3,1,2), scatter(execFirmVol,execOGProp); 
        title('CEO & CFO Sample: Option Grant Proportion vs. Firm Volatility') 
         legend('Best Fit') 
        ylabel('Proportion of Option Grant Compensation') 
        xlabel('Firm Volatility') 
        grid on 
  
        % Plot CEO & CFO ELC regression 
        subplot(3,1,3), scatter(execFirmVol,execELCProp); 
        title('CEO & CFO Sample: ELC Proportion vs. Firm Volatility') 
        legend('Best Fit') 
        ylabel('Proportion of ELC Compensation') 
        xlabel('Firm Volatility') 
        grid on 
  
    % Plot regressions of CEO sample: 
     
        % Plot CEO SG regression 
        set(figure,'name','CEO Sample','numbertitle','off') 
        subplot(3,1,1), scatter(ceoFirmVol,ceoSGProp); 
        title('CEO Sample: Stock Grant Proportion vs. Firm Volatility') 
        legend('Best Fit') 
        ylabel('Proportion of Stock Grant Compensation') 
        xlabel('Firm Volatility') 
        grid on 
  
        % Plot CEO OG regression 
        subplot(3,1,2), scatter(ceoFirmVol,ceoOGProp); 
        title('CEO Sample: Option Grant Proportion vs. Firm Volatility') 
        legend('Best Fit') 
        ylabel('Proportion of Option Grant Compensation') 
        xlabel('Firm Volatility') 
        grid on 
  
        % Plot CEO ELC regression 
        subplot(3,1,3), scatter(ceoFirmVol,ceoELCProp); 
        title('CEO Sample: ELC Proportion vs. Firm Volatility') 
        legend('Best Fit') 
         ylabel('Proportion of ELC Compensation') 
        xlabel('Firm Volatility') 
        grid on 
  
    % Plot regressions of CFO sample: 
     
        % Plot CFO SG regression 
        set(figure,'name','CFO Sample','numbertitle','off') 
        subplot(3,1,1), scatter(cfoFirmVol,cfoSGProp) 
        title('CFO Sample: Stock Grant Proportion vs. Firm Volatility') 
        legend('Best Fit') 
        ylabel('Proportion of Stock Grant Compensation') 
        xlabel('Firm Volatility') 
        grid on 
  
        % Plot CFO OG regression 
        subplot(3,1,2), scatter(cfoFirmVol,cfoOGProp) 
        title('CFO Sample: Option Grant Proportion vs. Firm Volatility') 
        legend('Best Fit') 
        ylabel('Proportion of Option Grant Compensation') 
        xlabel('Firm Volatility') 
        grid on 
  
        % Plot CFO ELC regression 
        subplot(3,1,3), scatter(cfoFirmVol,cfoELCProp) 
        title('CFO Sample: ELC Proportion vs. Firm Volatility') 
        legend('Best Fit') 
        ylabel('Proportion of ELC Compensation') 
        xlabel('Firm Volatility') 
        grid on 




% DISPLAY fit 
  
     % CEO & CFO sample: 
    rSquareExecSG = EsgSTATS.rsquare 
    rSquareExecOG = EogSTATS.rsquare 
    rSquareExecELC = EelcSTATS.rsquare 
  
    % CEO sample: 
    rSquareCEOSG = CEOsgSTATS.rsquare 
    rSquareCEOOG = CEOogSTATS.rsquare 
    rSquareCEOELC = CEOelcSTATS.rsquare 
  
    % CFO sample: 
    rSquareCFOSG = CFOsgSTATS.rsquare 
    rSquareCFOOG = CFOogSTATS.rsquare 
    rSquareCFOELC = CFOelcSTATS.rsquare); 
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0 22.638 0.000 0.000 0.000 
0.00





























6 23.766 0.000 0.000 72.718 
0.00













0 0.600 0.000 0.000 49.146 
0.00












2 0.600 0.000 0.000 17.877 
0.00









































































































5 0.000 0.000 
0.00












4 0.000 0.160 
0.00












4 0.000 0.000 
0.00












87 0.000 0.000 
0.00












00 0.000 -0.861 
0.00










2 75.000 42.865 0.000 0.000 
0.00










1 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
0.00












00 0.000 0.000 0.808 
0.00










6 0.000 11.825 0.000 0.000 
0.00












2 0.000 0.000 
0.00










0 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
0.00










0 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.535 
0.00












0 0.000 0.000 0.000 
0.00












00 0.000 0.000 0.000 
0.00












50 0.000 0.586 
0.00














0 0.000 0.000 
0.00










8 0.000 75.039 0.000 1.174 
0.00










8 0.000 42.548 0.000 0.000 
0.00












38 0.000 3.798 
0.00












0 0.000 0.000 
0.00






















































































































































































































4 0.000 19.104 
0.00














4 0.000 78.075 
0.00














8 0.000 30.455 
0.00
































4 0.000 41.971 
0.00
































9 0.000 86.131 
0.00






















































































































































































































0 86.722 0.000 0.000 
0.00










3 0.000 10.614 0.000 0.000 
0.00












































0 0.000 0.000 0.000 
0.00







































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































3 0.000 89.939 
0.00












































































































































































1 0.000 10.737 
0.00






























8 0.000 18.600 
0.00






























0 0.000 40.675 
0.00
































0 0.000 27.823 
0.00





































































































































































































































4 0.000 0.000 
0.00





























0 0.000 0.000 
0.00






















































































































































































































04 0.000 87.786 
0.00













































































































































































































































































8 0.000 16.469 
0.00












8 0.000 4.653 
0.00


















































































































































































































































































































































68 0.000 0.000 
0.00







































































































































































































































































































































































































3 0.000 51.059 
0.00














6 0.000 0.000 
0.00














8 0.000 61.324 
0.00














3 0.000 96.655 
0.00












00 0.000 0.000 0.000 47.606 
0.00












00 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
0.00
































8 0.000 0.000 
0.00












6 0.000 32.150 
0.00












89 0.000 12.250 
0.00












9 0.000 32.502 
0.00












00 0.000 12.724 
0.00









































































































































































































































































































































































































































































3 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
0.00











0 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
0.00











3 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
0.00













0 0.000 0.000 
0.00













0 0.000 0.000 
0.00













0 0.000 0.000 
0.00













0 0.000 0.000 
0.00













0 0.000 0.000 
0.00













0 0.000 0.000 
0.00












































9 0.000 0.000 
0.00










0 0.000 88.879 0.000 0.000 
0.00












3 0.000 0.000 
0.00












7 0.000 0.000 
0.00












6 0.000 0.000 
0.00












7 0.000 0.000 
0.00














0 0.000 0.000 
0.00












4 0.000 0.000 
0.00













































0 0.000 30.542 67.500 40.768 
0.00































5 0.000 62.280 60.900 68.155 
0.00





























3 0.000 68.535 0.000 35.166 
0.00






























6 0.000 53.685 62.195 82.119 
0.00













0 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
0.00















00 0.000 91.446 
0.00













00 0.000 0.000 90.151 
0.00











0 0.000 0.000 0.000 51.297 
0.00













0 0.000 0.000 34.369 
0.00












7 0.000 73.549 
0.00













14 0.000 0.000 
0.00





















































































6 0.000 0.000 65.820 0.000 
0.00
























2 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
0.00










8 0.000 0.000 0.000 20.934 
0.00











2 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
0.00










9 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
0.00












1 0.000 0.000 73.151 
0.00












































53 0.000 0.000 
0.00




















































0 0.000 0.000 6.231 0.000 
0.00










0 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
0.00
























O 0.001 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
0.00










0 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
0.00






















O 0.001 0.000 
394.00
0 0.000 0.000 
0.00










O 86.667 0.000 
110.25
0 0.000 0.000 
0.00












1 0.000 0.000 
0.00












9 0.000 0.000 
0.00














1 0.000 0.000 
0.00


















































1 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
0.00













0 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
0.00














3 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
0.00













7 0.000 98.350 0.000 0.000 
0.00














2 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
0.00













4 0.000 14.308 0.000 0.000 
0.00
















5 0.000 0.000 
0.00















1 0.000 0.000 
0.00














0 0.000 64.180 0.000 0.000 
0.00













0 0.000 20.859 0.000 0.000 
0.00














0 0.000 70.180 0.000 0.000 
0.00













0 0.000 22.809 0.000 0.000 
0.00
















4 0.000 0.000 
0.00













0 0.000 41.371 0.000 0.000 
0.00






















































0 0.000 65.356 0.000 89.888 
0.00











0 0.000 27.436 0.000 33.270 
0.00

























5 0.000 29.107 0.000 45.145 
0.00

























0 0.000 28.512 0.000 74.110 
0.00





























9 0.000 79.383 
0.00




























































































0 0.000 0.000 0.000 
0.00































































































00 2.200 0.000 0.000 0.000 
0.00











0 2.200 0.000 0.000 0.000 
0.00











0 2.200 0.000 0.000 0.000 
0.00










6 2.200 0.000 0.000 0.000 
0.00












0 0.600 0.000 0.000 0.000 
0.00












2 2.200 0.000 0.000 0.000 
0.00











0 1.200 0.000 0.000 0.000 
0.00












0 1.200 0.000 0.000 0.000 
0.00











5 1.200 0.000 0.000 0.000 
0.00












9 1.200 0.000 0.000 0.000 
0.00













0 0.000 0.000 
0.00














0 0.000 0.000 
0.00













0 0.000 96.975 87.009 
0.00









O 95.100 12.960 0.000 51.720 0.000 
0.00












0 0.000 96.975 40.302 
0.00













0 0.000 75.900 74.952 
0.00








O 80.413 0.000 0.000 75.900 17.598 
0.00










0 60.500 0.000 40.480 0.000 
0.00











0 0.000 0.000 40.050 43.929 
0.00










0 35.000 0.000 21.360 1.395 
0.00











2 0.000 0.000 31.913 22.163 
0.00










8 0.000 0.000 17.020 0.087 
0.00











3 0.000 0.000 0.000 21.976 
0.00










1 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.089 
0.00











3 0.000 0.000 0.000 12.654 
0.00










2 20.000 0.000 0.000 0.036 
0.00











4 0.000 71.600 0.000 52.312 
0.00










5 0.000 0.000 0.000 5.561 
0.00


































































































































0 0.000 70.923 
0.00


















































































































0 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
0.00











0 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
0.00












0 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
0.00













0 0.000 0.000 
0.00












0 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
0.00











0 0.000 92.000 0.000 0.000 
0.00






























2 0.000 0.000 73.179 32.503 
0.00






























0 0.000 0.000 59.057 68.814 
0.00































4 0.000 0.000 62.636 49.526 
0.00





























4 0.000 0.000 11.375 43.022 
0.00












0 0.000 0.000 18.200 1.062 
0.00












4 0.000 75.694 94.194 2.164 
0.00































9 0.000 1.190 
0.00















0 0.000 0.000 
0.00














0 0.000 1.383 
0.00















0 0.000 0.000 
0.00














1 0.000 0.956 
0.00















9 0.000 0.000 
0.00












0 0.022 0.000 
0.00











6 47.300 76.090 0.022 0.577 
0.00





























3 45.482 1.761 
0.00












0 78.694 32.915 
0.00













5 28.105 1.468 
0.00












6 99.455 0.000 
0.00













4 30.446 12.527 
0.00












9 0.000 0.000 
0.00













8 0.000 2.314 
0.00












5 0.000 0.000 
0.00













5 0.000 7.977 
0.00












5 0.000 4.454 
0.00













5 0.000 12.200 
0.00














































































































9 0.000 32.800 
0.00
























































































































































































































































































0 0.000 87.808 0.000 0.000 
0.00













0 0.000 50.274 0.000 0.000 
0.00













0 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
0.00













0 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
0.00















0 0.000 0.000 
0.00













0 0.000 80.150 0.000 0.000 
0.00















0 0.000 0.000 
0.00















0 0.000 0.000 
0.00















0 0.000 0.000 
0.00















0 0.000 0.000 
0.00















0 0.000 0.000 
0.00















0 0.000 0.000 
0.00


























7 0.000 27.666 0.000 81.300 
0.00


















































































































2 0.000 1.700 
0.00
























9 0.000 0.000 0.000 4.000 
0.00





























0 76.160 0.000 0.000 
0.00





























































3 0.000 46.458 0.050 15.876 
0.00




























3 18.250 70.030 46.406 24.170 
0.00



























0 0.000 52.380 51.975 24.962 
0.00












5 0.000 73.945 
0.00













3 0.000 37.096 
0.00














0 0.000 91.474 
0.00















8 0.000 36.694 
0.00

































5 0.000 79.671 
0.00





























4 0.000 58.788 
0.00

























2 0.000 7.033 0.000 28.429 
0.00



























3 0.000 72.780 0.000 32.423 
0.00





























4 0.000 65.460 69.388 43.357 
0.00



























1 0.000 87.900 0.000 49.127 
0.00





























0 0.000 90.431 
0.00






















































































































































































































































0 68.000 0.000 0.000 63.823 
0.00










0 65.300 0.000 0.000 89.758 
0.00










0 55.500 0.000 0.000 66.370 
0.00

















































































































































5 0.000 0.000 35.694 
0.00














0 0.000 0.000 21.534 
0.00













0 0.000 97.000 12.487 
0.00































0 0.000 66.000 20.755 
0.00





























0 0.000 0.000 0.000 24.399 
0.00












0 0.000 0.000 0.000 15.438 
0.00











0 0.000 0.000 0.000 25.570 
0.00












0 0.000 0.000 0.000 16.661 
0.00














































0 33.060 87.513 
0.00














0 66.120 72.059 
0.00













0 0.000 0.000 0.000 
0.00










7 91.980 0.000 0.000 0.000 
0.00

























8 0.000 0.000 0.000 30.653 
0.00




















































































































6 0.000 75.627 0.000 12.881 
0.00














5 0.000 12.154 
0.00













5 0.000 17.350 
0.00














3 0.000 18.486 
0.00













3 0.000 27.201 
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0.00














32 0.000 0.000 
0.00














9 0.000 0.000 
0.00














48 0.000 0.000 
0.00














58 0.000 0.000 
0.00




























0 82.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
0.00















0 0.000 0.000 0.000 
0.00












7 93.862 0.000 0.000 13.585 
0.00


























6 45.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
0.00













0 87.550 0.000 0.000 0.000 
0.00












0 82.550 0.000 0.000 13.585 
0.00












0 41.657 0.000 0.000 0.000 
0.00













0 43.750 0.000 0.000 0.000 
0.00












0 0.000 25.010 0.000 0.000 
0.00













5 0.000 75.030 0.000 0.000 
0.00












0 56.250 70.034 0.000 0.000 
0.00













0 77.500 96.255 0.000 0.000 
0.00
















0 0.000 0.000 
0.00

















0 0.000 0.000 
0.00












0 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
0.00












0 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
0.00












2 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
0.00














0 0.000 0.000 
0.00
















2 0.000 0.000 
0.00
















































6 0.000 73.436 
0.00
























































1 0.000 0.000 0.000 31.024 
0.00
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4 0.384 0.013 
2006 BK 











2 0.442 0.013 
2007 BK 


















































































































































2 0.418 0.016 























7 0.600 0.011 
2007 JPM James Dimon 
2885

















3 0.413 0.017 























6 0.740 0.053 
2009 JPM James Dimon 
2885

















6 0.580 0.051 





















5 0.661 0.019 










9 0.736 0.025 
2011 JPM Douglas L. 4365 CFO 2016.90 5760.00 13037.8 0.155 0.44 0.596 0.025 
 Braunstein 0 0 0 25 2 
































































































8 CEO 0.000 0.000 128.751 0.000 
0.00
















8 CEO 0.000 0.000 0.001 0.000 
0.00





































































































































































































































5 0.490 0.011 
2006 BAC 
Kenneth D. 








0 0.525 0.008 
2006 BAC 











3 0.509 0.008 
 2007 BAC 
Kenneth D. 








8 0.611 0.014 
2007 BAC Joe L. Price 
3409






9 0.571 0.014 
2008 BAC 
Kenneth D. 








2 0.733 0.063 










4 0.788 0.063 
2009 BAC 
Kenneth D. 




0 0.000 0.078 
2009 BAC Joe L. Price 
3409






































































0 0.540 0.025 
2006 WFC 
Richard M. 

















2 0.551 0.008 
2007 WFC 
Richard M. 

































































































































0 0.624 0.014 

















8 0.518 0.010 

















6 0.551 0.016 



















8 0.736 0.042 
2009 PNC James E. Rohr 1711 CEO 3811.00 8061.44 18027.8 0.211 0.44 0.659 0.065 











3 0.742 0.065 



















0 0.511 0.021 

















2 0.532 0.022 

















7 0.477 0.014 




NA NA NA 0.013 





















0 0.361 0.023 















9 0.399 0.088 
























0 0.670 0.021 
2010 MS Ruth Porat 
4381



















8 0.727 0.038 





















4 0.654 0.024 
2012 MS Ruth Porat 
4381



















1 0.651 0.015 





















0 0.995 0.024 















4 CEO 0.000 0.000 68.344 0.000 
0.00
0 0.000 0.055 























9 0.986 0.068 























5 0.993 0.024 
2010 COF Gary L. Perlin 
2858






0 0.670 0.024 























6 0.899 0.016 
 2012 COF Gary L. Perlin 
2858











5 CEO 0.000 
  


































































0 CFO 0.000 0.000 945.978 0.000 
0.00











































































6 0.396 0.018 
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Tobin CFO 350 450 













































Tobin CFO 400 600 




































Shipley CEO 950 
5197.9
17 




















































Harrison, Jr. CEO 1000 10000 









Harrison, Jr. CEO 1000 8080 





















































Cavanagh CFO 500 3000 
1409.6




















































































































































































































































Reed CEO 1000 
8749.1
34 



























































































Krawcheck CFO 500 5820 
2946.2






















Crittenden CFO 403.41 14030 
17400.




















Crittenden CFO 500 0 
9941.6
































































Gerspach CFO 500 2200 
2333.3































Schaefer, Jr. CEO 
492.57
8 225 























































































































Schaefer, Jr. CEO 991.17 1485 











































































G. Marshall CFO 
307.68


























G. Marshall CFO 
513.25









































































































































Wilmers CEO 400 235 
  

















Wilmers CEO 400 300 
  



















Wilmers CEO 400 350 
  






Wilmers CEO 400 400 
  




















































































































































Jones, CPA CFO 
232.30





















Jones, CPA CFO 
281.15
















Jones, CPA CFO 
298.84












































Jones, CPA CFO 850 0 
350.01











































































Grundhofer CEO 750 937.5 
  
3145.55

















Grundhofer CEO 800 1000 
  






Moffett CFO 325 331.5 
  
1598.56



































































































































































































































































































McColl, Jr. CEO 700 1800 




















Hance, Jr. CFO 525 800 

























































McColl, Jr. CEO 900 3100 

















































































Hance, Jr. CFO 1000 1500 
























































































































































8 BAC Joe L. Price CFO 800 0 
1646.9































































Thompson CFO 850 4350 
5841.8






















Thompson CFO 850 4060 
6165.2





















































Osborn CEO 600 400 


































Osborn CEO 837.5 1500 

































































Osborn CEO 1000 2500 
  


















































































































































































































































Kovacevich CEO 745 2155 
  






Kovacevich CEO 820 2187 

















Kovacevich CEO 900 2200 
  






Kovacevich CEO 900 2300 
  






Thornton CFO 382.5 1066.5 
  






Kovacevich CEO 925 3000 
  










































Kovacevich CEO 995 5475 
  






Kovacevich CEO 995 2400 
  






Kovacevich CEO 995 7000 
  






Kovacevich CEO 995 7500 
  









































































































































































































































































































O'Brien CEO 950 2565 























































































































Demchak CFO 530 900 










Rohr CEO 950 2625 









































































Johnson CFO 475 0 
762.36






















Johnson CFO 862.5 0 
2011.3




























































































































































Wert CFO 407.25 230 
  
4785.04











































Gillespie CEO 830 520 






















































Somers CFO 437.5 355 
  





















































Somers CFO 461.25 0 
  






Meyer, III CEO 
939.58
3 940 










Meyer, III CEO 950 611 










Weeden CFO 500 260 
  






Meyer, III CEO 950 2190 
  






Weeden CFO 500 800 







Meyer, III CEO 950 3500 
  






Weeden CFO 519.23 1000 





























































































































Meyer, III CEO 
2999.9


































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Humann CEO 950 0 







Spiegel CFO 500 0 







Humann CEO 950 950 


































Spiegel CFO 455 504.14 
  










































Wells, III CFO 
795.83




























































































Chancy CFO 560 0 
404.06












































































Gillani CFO 475 140 
2430.9









Allison, IV CEO 406.2 191.93 







Reed CFO 195.05 92.161 





















Reed CFO 212.5 
162.91
3 







Allison, IV CEO 639 
587.86
7 









Allison, IV CEO 679.8 
685.23
8 










Allison, IV CEO 771.6 906.09 










Reed CFO 283.75 
216.58
5 







Allison, IV CEO 824 
1006.1
04 










Reed CFO 309 
245.23
8 







Allison, IV CEO 844.48 
1007.2
11 






















Allison, IV CEO 887.16 0 




















Allison, IV CEO 900 911.25 










Reed CFO 390 
355.38
8 







Allison, IV CEO 900 981 























































L. Henson CFO 400.2 0 
219.53

















































Bible CFO 350 99.365 
129.40



















Bible CFO 462.5 0 
1634.4

































































Fisher CEO 475 2862.5 







Fisher CEO 475 4437.5 









Fisher CEO 575 2062.5 



































Fisher CEO 575 
5756.2
5 







Purcell CEO 775 
9698.7
5 









Scott CFO 300 
4956.8
75 









Purcell CEO 775 8112.5 







Scott CFO 300 3725 







Purcell CEO 775 
12112.
5 







Purcell CEO 775 
12612.
5 







Purcell CEO 775 7612.5 







Purcell CEO 775 5612.5 







Purcell CEO 775 7112.5 







Purcell CEO 775 
7428.7
5 




















Mack CEO 800 0 








































Sidwell CFO 275 12700 
1467.0





























































































































2 MS Ruth Porat CFO 750 2250 
4800.1













































































































































































Schwab, Jr. CEO 
800.00
4 8101 












Schwab, Jr. CEO 
650.00
3 0 










Schwab, Jr. CEO 
883.33
4 0 
















































Dodds CFO 550 
640.76
9 












Schwab, Jr. CEO 900 3937.5 










Dodds CFO 550 962.5 





















Dodds CFO 550 0 
591.33






































Martinetto CFO 381.21 
409.46












Schwab, Jr. CEO 
858.33








































































































































Bettinger, II CEO 
983.33
























Ficalora CEO 500 0 












Wann CFO 200 0 










Ficalora CEO 510 0 












Wann CFO 204 0 










Ficalora CEO 600 0 









Wann CFO 220 0 









Ficalora CEO 600 0 












Wann CFO 225.5 0 










Ficalora CEO 615 0 










Ficalora CEO 700 0 









Wann CFO 350 0 









Ficalora CEO 850 0 









Ficalora CEO 975 0 














CPA CFO 500 0 












Ficalora CEO 975 0 














CPA CFO 500 0 






















































Ficalora CEO 1000 0 
1466.2












































































Ficalora CEO 1000 0 
2677.5























Ficalora CEO 1250 0 
3641.3













CPA CFO 650 0 
950.00









Fairbank CEO 676.25 0 

















Fairbank CEO 0 0 







Fairbank CEO 0 0 







Fairbank CEO 0 0 







Willey CFO 315.5 239.65 







Fairbank CEO 0 0 



















Fairbank CEO 0 0 







Fairbank CEO 0 0 







Fairbank CEO 0 0 







Perlin CFO 480 
1132.0
32 









Fairbank CEO 0 0 
































































































































Perlin CFO 1000 0 
2628.7
















































Paulson, Jr. CEO 300 
16062.
153 









Viniar CFO 300 
7347.5
23 







Paulson, Jr. CEO 600 
14056.
6 









Viniar CFO 600 6943.9 









Paulson, Jr. CEO 600 
11550.
5 









Viniar CFO 600 5408 









Paulson, Jr. CEO 600 6253.5 









Paulson, Jr. CEO 600 0 







Paulson, Jr. CEO 600 0 







Viniar CFO 600 9745.5 









Paulson, Jr. CEO 600 0 







Viniar CFO 600 
12245.
5 









Paulson, Jr. CEO 
345.76
9 18700 









Viniar CFO 600 
20243.
5 













































































Viniar CFO 600 5400 
7650.0









Blankfein CEO 600 5400 
7650.0









Viniar CFO 1850 3000 
10710.









Blankfein CEO 2000 3000 
10710.









Viniar CFO 1850 5145 
5273.4









Blankfein CEO 2000 5700 
5273.4






















Guthrie CFO 500 750 
1702.8


































Guthrie CFO 625 0 
1649.9









Nelms CEO 4550 1700 
2274.9









Guthrie CFO 1900 1000 
949.98









Nelms CEO 1000 0 
9628.1



































Nelms CEO 1000 0 
5775.0









Graf CFO 600 0 1620 0 0 
 
2220 
0.254347
652 
 
 
